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“Just Say No”
A look at the new
substance-free
themed dorm
By Colleen Bormann, Staff Reporter
COLLEEN_BORMANN@CSUMD.EDU

Residential Life is giving the
option for students to live in
a substance-free environment.
Starting this fall semester,
Residence Hall 206 will become
a substance-free themed dorm.
Students selected to live there are
all choosing the same lifestyle:
no alcohol, drugs, or tobacco.
Period. Many CSUMB students
are tom with this new concept.
Freshman Jenna Leveille has
been living in the dorms for
two semesters and has seen the
affects of substances like alcohol
and drugs. She is very optimistic
about living in an environment j
that concentrates more on education than parties.
“I personally would be very
interested in these substancefree dorms if I am living in the
dorms next year,” said Leveille.
“It would provide a better learn
ing environment for me with less
parties and less distractions that I
get in my current dorm.”
While students like Leveille
are optimistic, others see it in a
totally different light. Freshmen
Tinisha Ingram and Erica Taylor
do not see this dorm being much
different than others. “Here is
my philosophy: People come
into college being very naive,”
said Ingram. “It may look like
a great idea to some, but people
are here to experiment and many
will change their minds of what
kind of college experience they
want.”
SUBSTANCE-FREE continued on page 2

SUMB
student
Rasilind
Newport, formerly Rasilind
Sveinsson, stood at a bus
station in a sea of military fam
ily faces. It was Nov. 15, and
she was saying farewell to
her husband of only seven
days,
Justin
Newport.
Justin is in the National
Guard and was on his
way to a remote area
of Iraq to serve in a
war with which his
wife does not agree.

C

Originally
from
Santa
Cruz, Rasilind Newport has
just transferred from Cabrillo
College this semester where
she was studying Computer
Sciences. “I met him in a
swing dance class at Cabrillo,”
said Newport of her husband.
“I was going to take another
computer class but I missed
the first day, so I said, ‘Let me
see what’s happening in the
swing dance class.’ That was
three years ago in January.”

Greetings from IRAQ

By Rachel Kane, Staff Reporter
Rachel_Kane@csumb.edu

After a nearthree-year
courtship,
the couple, both CSUMB stu
dents, went on a group camping
trip, and when they emerged
from their tents in the morning,
were engaged. “I proposed to
him,” said Newport. “Without an
instant’s hesitation he said ‘yes’.”
“We found out that he was leav
ing on Nov. 5, we got married on
the 8th and he left on the 15th,”
said Newport. “It was painful; it
was emotional. A lot of military

wives have
the attitude that
you have to stay strong for
your soldier. That was very thick
in the air.”
Justin Newport boarded a bus
in November headed for Erwin,
California near Barstow, then to
Kuwait, and finally, Iraq. “He’s
been training this whole time,”

said Newport. “He
took
baby wipes, music, games,
his laptop, a journal.” Justin took
IRAQ

continued on page 3

Mentally awake, morally straight
By Rachel Kane, Staff Reporter
Rachel_Kane@csumb.edu

Associated Students passed
a recent resolution “which
would require that AS funds
and facilities aren’t used to
support discriminatory organi
zations, said Ashley Simmons,
AS senator.
The resolution comes less
than a month following a
protest outside of a Boy Scout
recognition dinner held in the
University Center March 17.
Four student protestors dis
pensed pamphlets to a caval
cade of dressed-up Boy Scout

supporters attending the dinner in
their honor.
“We’re spreading a
little more aware
ness,”
said
SBS
junior, Daniel Lyons,
one of the protestors.
Protestors distrib
uted a folded pamphlet
in black and white that
plainly asserted a few
of the statements
that the

Boy Scouts of America have made
regarding their stance on homosex
uals in their organization, mainly
that they do not allow them.
SBS junior and
protestor
Bea
Esbit said that,
“because
of
their discriminatory
poli
cies,” she and
her cohorts resent
the Boy Scouts
holding
a
*
func
tion

GRAPHIC MANIPULATED BY AMANDA WOLLARD

on campus.
“This is a campus that does
not promote discrimination,” said
Lyons. “Letting the Boy Scouts
use our campus is in direct vio
lation of the blessed CSUMB
vision statement.
Student Voice (now known as
Associated Students) passed a
resolution in February of 2001
against the use of CSUMB facili
ties by organizations that advo
cate discrimination. According
to Andy Klingelhoefer, dean of
Student Life, the resolution “was
a request that was not acted upon”
by the University Cabinet.
BOY SCOUTS continued on page 5

News

GrIZks granted test rim
By Matthew Fox, StaffReporter
Matt_Fox@csumb.edu

Get your toga back from the dry
cleaners, Greeks (fraternities and
sororities) are now recognized on
campus during an 18-month trial
period that began this semester.
The new and improved
Greeks were granted the trial
period to test their system out
under a set of rules reflecting
the CSUMB vision statement.
Some of the rules are: no haz
ing, no alcohol abuse problems,
no cases of sexual assault, and
no racism. If the rules are bro
ken, the Greeks are out.
MaryAnne Drummond, Student
Activities coordinator, is in charge
of supervising the Greeks and
other clubs on campus. She said
that Student Voice (now known as
Associated Students) shot down
the Greeks’ original proposal in
the spring of 2002 for a variety
of reasons.
“Student Voice was concerned
that the Greeks didn’t fit in with
the vision statement,” said
Drummond. “Exclusive societ
ies, sexual assault, drunkenness,
alcohol abuse, and worries that
the Greek community may
try to take over the cam
pus, are reasons why the
Student Voice senator said ‘no.’”
The real push for a recognized
Greek life on campus, according
to Drummond, came from Dean

of Student Life Andy
Klingelhoefer,
who
“approached me and
said ‘the Greeks are
here, and we need
to find a way to deal
with them,’” said
Drummond referring
to the fact that with
Greeks not recognized
by our campus there is no
way for CSUMB to sanction or
reprimand them.
After this, Student Activities
began working closely with the
Greeks so that the Associated
Students (AS) would
accept their offer. Garrett
Barnicoat, AS senator,
commented on some
of the issues that
needed work.
Last year, “there
appeared
to
be quite a bit
of discus
sion about
the potential
value
of

Greeks,” said Bamicoat.
“But the discussion
lacked operational spe
ADOPT-A-HIGHWAY
cifics and did not seem
ready for implementa
tion.”
One of the “opera
tional
specifics”
needed was a constitu
tion. This constitution
has since been created
by Drummond and
other Greeks and has
helped the Greeks gain
recognition.
As usual, CSUMB is doing
things in its own unique fash
ion. Drummond explained,
“We do not want to fall into
the traditional mold of a Greek
campus,” referring to some of
the negative stereotypes that
are beginning to haunt Greek
chapters nationally.
In order to moni
tor the Greeks
on
campus
more closely,
a
separate
council, called the
Multicultural Greek
Council was desig
nated. It is different
from most Greek
schools. Most
other schools
belong
to
an
inter
national
council,

OMEGA DELTA PHI
fraternity

the IFC, or the NPC. In addition,
CSUMB’s Greeks agreed to raise
their own funds, meaning that AS
will not budget any money for
Greek events.
Derek Moehlenbruck, a mem
ber of the first fraternity on cam
pus, Omega Delta Phi, hopes the
Greeks can break the stereotypes
inhibiting Greek life.
“We exist to eliminate
those
stereotypes,”
said
Moehlenbruck.
“We
want
to make the campus a better
place. Diversity is an extremely
important aspect for us because
our organization is about diver
sity and helping the school.”
However, there are some that
don’t believe these stereotypes
can be ignored. David Nostrant,
an HCOM senior, said, “I am
completely fed up with the Greek
system and the uniform thought
imposed on its members. Above
all, our campus stands for diver
sity; however, the Greek system
is meant to bar many from their
club and activities. This is not
diverse and would only expose
our campus here at CSUMB to
further related issues.”
Either
way,
explained
Drummond, “The trial period is
a safety net for both sides, it lets
the Greeks show if they can do
this in a different atmosphere,
and it’s a safety net for antiGreeks, because if it isn’t work
ing, it won’t be here anymore.”

Members of Omega Delta Phi and other fraternaties and sororities
have been granted an 18-month trial period to strut their stuff and
to beat the stereotypes that are held against Greek organizations.
PHOTO FROM WWW.MBKNIGHTS.COM

Klingelhoefer awarded
By Colleen Bormann, Staff Reporter
Colleen_Bormann@csumb.edu

Administrator Andy Klingelhoefer recently
received an award recognizing his leader
ship and service.
Klingelhoefer recieved the Charles
L. Miller Award on March 23 from the
Western Association of College and
University Housing Officers. The award is
given out once a year to a nominee deserv
ing of this respectful award.
A former colleague from Humbolt
University nominated Klingelhoefer. Being
the first person to ever receive this award
2 Otter Realm | April 15-28,2004

from CSUMB, he was very excited.
“I was honored and humbled,” said
Klingelhoefer. “It makes me feel impor
tant and respected for all the work I have
done.”
Since joining CSUMB in 2000,
Klingelhoefer has been involved with
Residential Life, student activities, the
campus judicial process, career develop
ment, and much more.
He has worked at five other CSU
campuses, and this is his fourth year at
CSUMB. Klingelhoefer feels he has given
much of his life and career to this field.

Substance-free

...from page

1

Taylor agreed and added, “This new idea
is ridiculous.”
These students all have different per
spectives coming from their own experi
ence at CSUMB. Josh Mann has a totally
different outlook on this new concept.
Mann is a senior Business major that hap
pens to be a Resident Assistant (RA). From
his own experiences at college, he agrees
that this new substance-free theme will be
a great contribution and opportunity for
this school.
“The idea is not to close you off. It is to
let students who choose a different lifestyle
live comfortably in their ideal environ
ment,” said Mann. “Here, they will not

feel pressured.” Mann added that many
students have already showed interest in
the substance-free dorms.
There is one catch: the substance-free
dorm rooms will not be available for
students to reserve unless they have been
selected. According to a letter sent out to
students from Residential Life, one may
apply to be a part of this experience by
completing the substance-free application
found in the reservation packet and return
ing it by April 16. An e-mail will be sent
to those students who have been chosen to
participate in this unique community.
“Here is a chance to make the best deci
sion for your lifestyle,” said Mann. “If you
believe you do better as a student in a substance-free environment, I would strongly
encourage it.”

News

Iraq

...from page 1

allowed to take pictures to document their
experience.
While her husband is away, Newport must
“keep his life together,” tending to his incom
plete classes, student loans, bank manage
ment and, according to Newport, “any aspect
of his life that deals with institutions.”
“Things don’t often become real to
you until you’re experiencing them,” said

Newport. “You find out who’s helpful and
who’s really just sucking air.”
CSUMB’s
Personal
Growth
&
Counseling Center provides support groups
and classes regarding topics such as anxi
ety and depression management, grief sup
port and outreach and prevention involving
war anxiety.
Newport does not attend support groups
or search for sympathy. “The things I have
to do to deal with this are not anything any
one could help me with,” she said.
To add to the complexity and pain of
separation from her soul mate, Newport
also has to cope with feelings of disparity
concerning the conflict currently raging
in Iraq.
“I support my husband. I support all
those that I know that are there, and even
those I don’t know, but I do not agree with
why we’re over there,” said Newport.
Regardless of her political feelings, it is
his absence in her every day life that affects
her the most.
“I feel like he’s taken a part of me with
him,” said Newport. “Like a part of me is
missing because he is gone. We’d go to
school, class, do our homework. We’d play
Iron Chef, the home version. We used to

PHOTOS BY RACHEL KANE

A statue of an Army soldier stands watch in front of Ord Chapel on General Jim Moore Boulevard. Service members
from across the Bay area are serving around the world, including Iraq and Afganistán.

watch ‘Family Guy’ and ‘Futurama’ every
night before we’d go to bed. I still do the
routine, except that he’s not here.”
“My biggest concern has been that he
will see something horrible and it will
affect him negatively,” said Newport. “I
have no control over it so I try not to worry
because it doesn’t do anybody any good.”

Justin is scheduled to come home in May
2005. “I can’t wait,” said Newport. “I’ve
got a yellow ribbon on my purse, backpack
and banister at home.”
When asked what it will be like when her
spouse returns, Newport closes her eyes,
pressing her lips together as she searches for
the words, then finally replies, “Ecstasy.”

CSUMB, STUDENT BANKING SERVICES

Managing your finances
Banking on campus!
is an important part of your
college learning experience. We at
Central Coast Federal Credit Union are
here to help! With the only on-campus ATM
and the nearest branch location to the CSUMB
Community
campus, we've designed our checking plans to
fit your lifestyle and pocket book. Stop by today
Minded.
and experience that "personal care" in banking!
Just like you

Central Coast Federal Credit Union
Serving the Residents and Workers of Monterey County, California Since 1949

393-3480

4242 Gigling Road • Seaside, CA 93955

www.centcoastcu.com
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Recent deaths mourned by campus
By Louie Vicuña, Staff Reporter
Luis_Vicuna@csumb . elm;

Students who need
grief counseling should
know that programs
and other forms of help
are available
The Personal Growth and

Counseling Center is open for

CSUMB students during these
tough times. Please call 582-3969

to set up an appointment with a
counselor. Also a five-week class for

students coping with loss and griev
ance issues is taking place every
Thursday until May 6. The class is

held in Building 80 from 12-1 p.m.
Please contact PGCC for more
details.

Empower, a student group on

campus, is offering counseling
to students. Students who need

help now or anytime can come to

Empower for guidance or refer
ral to the resources that best suit

them. Empower’s faculty advisor
is Caroline Haskell, who is also a

counselor in the Personal Growth
and Counseling Center.

To receive help from Empower call

277-0051 or contact one of the fol
lowing members via e-mail:
Rhiannon_OLeary@csumb.edu

Hannah Balfour

Keith Neri

Students were saddened to learn of the
recent passing of Hannah Balfour, who
took her own life on Thursday, March 1.
She will be deeply missed by all.
Balfour was bom July 15, 1982 in Reno,
Nevada. Growing up, she moved around to
several places, from Puerto Rico to Florida,
until she finally settled with her family in
San Diego. She graduated from high school
in Escondido and attended two Christian
Colleges in Nashville, Tennessee.
She transferred from her university in
Tennessee to CSUMB in fall, 2003.
Balfour became a VPA major and pursued
her love of art. She worked primarily on
murals and was currently working on a mural
to paint at a school for her CSL class.
Balfour was a very energetic person who
loved working with children and the elderly.
She was a great artist who was always hon
ing her craft, but she also enjoyed playing
soccer and dancing. Traveling was one
of her passions. She loved her job at the
International Café in Carmel, where she
baked bread. One of her favorite breads to
make was chocolate buttermilk swirl.
After college, Balfour had plans to join
the Peace Corps, because she wanted to
continue her passions of traveling and
helping others. After the Peace Corps, she
planned on receiving her MFA and return
ing to Alaska, where she once worked as a
nanny and fell in love with the landscape.
Balfour was a Christian who frequently
read the Bible and possessed a strong faith
in God.
Her funeral was April 9 in San Marcos.

Keith Neri passed away on Wednesday,
March 24, leaving many who will deeply
miss him.
Neri was bom Oct. 18, 1980 in Señora
and was a long time resident of Tuolumne
City. After graduating from Summerville
High school, Neri attended Modesto Junior
College
After completing his Associate Degree,
Neri decided that he wanted to continue his
education instead of immediately starting a
career. He transferred to CSUMB in the fall
of 2002 and became a Business major.
An athletic man who frequented the gym,
one of his passions was golf, which he
played and talked about frequently. He also
loved classic cars and riding street bikes.
Neri was a focused person who set goals
and knew what he wanted to achieve.
According to his friends, Neri was a very
trustworthy person who could always be
depended on. He was highly involved with
his friends and cared greatly for them. He
would go above and beyond for any friend
who needed help.
He was a genuine lovable person who
knew how to make someone smile. He was
the type of guy who could make friends
quickly and easily. His kindhearted attitude
and personality made people around him
feel like they were family.
Neri was buried March 30 in Tuolumne
City. A memorial at CSUMB was held
April 9. Instead of mourning, his friends
wanted to celebrate his life because it was
the way Neri would have wanted it.

The Peer; Counseling Program is
open after the Personal Growth and

Counseling Center closes and takes

place in Residence Hall 206, Room
103 as well as 3001 Antietam Ct. in the

apartments. All counselors are trained

Building 206, Room 103

Monday: 5-7 p.m. and 7:30 -

9:30 p.m.
Wednesday: 5 - 10pm

Call 582-4544.

Apartments:
3001 Antietam Court

Tuesday 6-10 p.m.
Thursday 5-10 p.m.

Call 582-4850.
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Thursday, April 15

Monterey County Rape Crisis Center
presents the Shoe Display.

Main Quad. 10 a.m. - 2 p.m. Free.
Career Day 2004. Pre-registration not

required.
University Center Ballroom. 10 a.m. - 2
p.m. (interviewing in UC rooms 114-116

2 p.m. - 5 p.m.) Free.
For more information go to http:
career.csumb.edu or contact the Career

Development Office at 582-3845.

Monday, April 19
Information Technology and
Communication Design spring lecture

series, featuring Dana Mitroff and Susie

Wise, speaking on “Technology and the

Arts.”

MLC Building 18, Room 118.6 p.m. - 7:
50 p.m. Free.

Contact Valerie Landau at 5824409 or
via FirstClass.

Wednesday, April 21
Denim Day. Show your support for vic
tims of sexual abuse by wearing denim

for the day. Some local businesses are

showing their support by offering dis
counts.

Contact EMPOWER or MRCC for more
information.

Thursday, April 22

Deaf Awareness Event. “Step Into My

University Center Ballroom. 10 a.m. - 2
p.m. Free.

ASL students celebrate
Deaf Awareness Day
By Sarah Holm
Sarah_Holm@csumb.edu

and all meetings are confidential.

Dorms:

To post an event, contact

Colleen Cooney via FirstClass

World” is the theme for this year’s event.

Karen_Miller@csumb.edu
Katherine_Murphy@csumb.edu

Campus Events

Imagine a world with no sound, a world
where everything is hand shapes and visual
aids. Now you can. Step into My World,
an event put together by the American
Sign Language (ASL) students, is com
ing to campus April 22, in the University
Ballroom from 10:00 a.m. to 2:00 p.m.
This is an annual event that is put together
to help educate and entertain students and
surrounding community members. This
Deaf Awareness Day will include every
thing from games, prizes, and education
about sign language to deaf art and music.

You might be thinking, “This is a waste
of time I don’t even know sign language.”
That’s no problem. The only requirement
is the willingness to learn. This event will
teach you fun sign in sign language and
interesting facts about the deaf community.
Also as an incentive, so there will be a raffle
with prizes. Many of the neighboring busi
ness have donated gifts to support this event,
including Starbucks and Jamba Juice.
Come and join the ASL classes and help
make this the best Deaf Awareness Day yet.
With your support and energy we will be
starting a tradition here that over the years
will grow. Show the deaf community your
support and stop by, you won’t be let down.

Contact Tyree Ortiz or Carolyn Stem via
FirstClass.
Social and Behavioral Science

Colloquium. Reflecting on legacy of

Brown v. Board of Education and its
impact on decisions that lay ahead. Dr.
Walter Allen will provide the keynote
address.

University Center Ballroom. 7:30 p.m.

- 9:30 p.m. Free.
Contact Gerald Shenk or Angie Tran via
FirstClass.

Tuesday, April 27

Rename the Rape Trail celebration.
Ribbon cutting and plaque will be pre

sented, music will be provided.
Main Quad. 12 p.m. - 2 p.m. Free.

Contact EMPOWER for more informa
tion.

-

News

Pains of campaigns:

Anti-gay sentiment targets candidate

By Brian Chapman, StaffReporter
Brian_Chapman@csumb.edu

With campaigning for elections comes a
heightened ability for candidates to change
the way people think to win their race for a
spot on the student government.
This year’s Associated Students (AS)
campaign race wasn’t any different than
other elections as many complaints were
filed, but the most controversial had to
do with hate acts targeting vice president
hopeful Daniel Jack Lyons.
The goal seemed to be to demean Lyons
and the entire homosexual community on
campus.
A student filed a complaint when two
women that stated they were part of Ren
Herring’s campaign knocked on the stu
dent’s dorm room door and said, “If you
don’t vote for Ren, a fag will win.”
The campaigners didn’t bring up any
other issues on why to vote for Herring or
why he was a better candidate than Lyons,
just that Herring was straight. Herring was

Boy Scouts
...from page 1

“Any group that is a constituted orga
nization can meet. Any lawful group that
follows the policies is allowed,” said
Klingelhoefer. “It could run the gamete.”
According to Klingelhoefer, anyone from
the Boy Scouts to the Ku Klux Kian could
make use of the University Center if they
“followed policies and procedures for pre
serving space.”
I am hoping that by working with the
administration we can still get a policy
which bars discriminatory organizations
from using our facilities, said Simmons,
protestor and lower division academic sen
ator. “Recent events have renewed efforts
to such a policy created as we have seen it
is necessary.
“The Boy Scouts are anything but dis
criminatory,” said Ken Allen, executive
director of the Monterey Bay area Council
Boy Scouts of America. “Any youth that
would like to join scouting can join.” In
the same system, Allen said, “Scouting
does not allow for any avowed homosexual
to be a part of scouting.”
According to Allen, the main concern of
the Boy Scouts regarding homosexuality
is the use of scouting “to advocate homo
sexuality,” and “not allowing scouting to
become a political platform.”
“By not allowing open and out gays
in the Boy Scouts,” said Simmons, they

given a strike for the acts by people that he
claims weren’t a part of his campaign crew.
“I didn’t even know there were people
going door to door until after I received a
violation letter of the elections code,” said
Herring, AS vice president. “As for the strike
that I received, it was based on improper cam
paigning which I had no part with.” It was his
only of three possible strikes that could have
disqualified him from the race.
The second complaint was directly
related to Lyons as well. There were post
ers displayed with a picture of a current
CSUMB student that read “Daniel for
Cockmaster! Don’t let your cock end up in
the wrong hands.”
There have been no punishments handed
down yet, but there is an ongoing investi
gation into the incident.
The posters were placed throughout
campus covering light poles and walls
during the election week. The posters were
supposedly an inside joke between some
friends, but were hung directly over many

are advocating on behalf of the ignorance
which prevents people from being honest
with themselves and maintaining fulfilling
adult relationships.
“What about the children with same sex
parents?” Lyons asked.
Allen said, “Do we have gay families,
lesbian families within scouting? We do.”
Regarding the leadership abilities of gay
and lesbian scout leader hopefuls, Allen
said, “I’m not qualified to say whether
they’re fit or not.”
“We try to imbue our scouts in the scout
oath and the scout law,” said Allen, which
states that a scout keeps themselves “physi
cally strong, mentally awake, and morally
straight.”
Regarding the sexual preference of
Venturing Scouts, Venturing Leader
Norcliff Wiley has a military-style “don’t
ask, don’t tell” attitude, saying, “I don’t
know. I don’t ask. It’s not a concern of
mine.”
“This has been more of an adult, poli
tic issue rather than anything to do with
youth,” said Allen. “I’ve never met a kid
yet who joined scouting because they
wanted to discover their sexuality.”
“I absolutely agree that scouting is not
about sexuality,” said Simmons. Therefore
it makes no sense to (exclude) anybody on
such grounds I can only hope that Peter
Smith will take a good hard look at the
situation and choose the Vision Statement
over financial gain.”

of Lyons’ campaign posters.
“Personally, as a current member of the
Associated Students, the idea that sexual
orientation has any bearing on any position
is disgusting, and such hate speech has no
place at this university,” said AS Senator
Garrett Barnicoat.
According to Lyons, “There is a campus
wide problem with homophobes, and they
are making it tough on the homosexual com
munity through the actions that were taken
during the elections.”
Out and About, an on-campus homosex
ual support group, has written two resolu
tions about the events that have taken place
to ensure that these acts won’t be tolerated
in their community.
“The faculty has been very supportive of
our situation and helped us through these
resolutions that condemn these blatant acts
of hatred,” said Lyons.
There were other minor complaints filed,
including two complaints about the election
results not being available by the deadline.

Due to recent demonstrations
of overt & explicit of hostility
toward the queer community
at CSUMB, Out & About and
Pride are organizing a Rainbow
Solidarity picnic.

The picnic would involve all the
clubs on campus to demon
strate that the majority of orga
nized students at this school
do not and will not tolerate
homophobia at our campus.
If you are interested in
being a part of this alliance,
please e-mail:
Dan Lyons
Beatrice Esbit or
Shaylla Chess

Serve Your Country...
...And Your World
And See How Much You Gain
Peace Corps' mission of promoting mutual under
standing and friendship between Americans and
the people of other nations is perhaps more impor-.
tant today than ever. Countries around the world
are seeking creative, energetic people with skills in
Business, Computers, Education, Health, Environ
ment, Agriculture and Community Development.
Let your international career start here!

Come learn more about Peace Corps:
General Information Session at Cal State Monterey Bay!
Thursday, April 15th
2:30 - 3:30 PM
Career Development Center, Building 44
Life is Calling. How far will you go?
For more information, contact Scott Webb at (415) 977-8787 or swebb@peacecorps.gov

PEACE CORPS

www.peacecorps.gov
800-424-8580

Peace Corps
Redefine your world
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Cyclists compete in annual race
By Enjolina Moss, Staff
Reporter
Enjolina_Moss@csumb . EDU

“Ride it like you stole
it!” said Jesse HuselidGlass, a Liberal Studies
major, of racing in the Sea
Otter Classic.
Huselid-Glass was “the
kind of kid who loved to
play in the mud and get all
grimy.” Today he gets down
and dirty with the big boys,
most recently in the Central
Coast Cyclocross Mountain
Bike Series. He is also considering
taking on the Sea Otter Classic.
Now in it’s 14th year, the Hyundai Sea
Otter Classic expects to bring thousands of
professional and amateur cyclists, as well
as spectators, to Laguna Seca Raceway
April 15-17, to race the roads, cross-coun
try and downhill.
“Sea Otter gives you a taste of everything
that’s out there in the cycling world,” said
Sea Otter Classic spokesman Josh Kadis.
“Compared to other races, it does a very
good job of showcasing the most exciting
events in cycling.”
Spectators attending the Sea Otter Classic
are guaranteed to see some of the top down
hill male and female cross-country and road
cyclists from around the world.
“It’s probably the biggest cycling event
in the U.S. and the second biggest in the
world,” said Chris Burnham of Marina,
who rides for Joselyn’s Bicycles and ECaps, Endurance Supplements and Fuels.
Burnham, who has ridden the “hilly” road
and circuit races the past four years, will
instead be racing short-track and cross
country at this year’s event.
The first day of racing begins with the
Pro/Elite MTB (mountain bike) Stage Race
and the unveiling of the Super XC (cross
country), a 4-mile circuit of 50 percent dirt,
50 percent pavement with a climb to the
top of the Raceway’s “corkscrew.” The first
stage of the Pro/Elite Road Stage Race also
begins on April 15 with a 2-mile individual
time trial. Stage two of the Pro/Elite Road
Stage Race begins on April 16, wrapping
up the next day with a 100-mile road race
over Laureles Grade, through the Ventana
Wilderness near Big Sur and back toward
Laguna Seca via the Salinas Valley.
On April 17, there will be a recreational
Mountain Bike Tour, approximately 15
miles long. The 50-Mile Epic, for which
Sea Otter is boasting “never-before-ridden”
6 | Otter Realm | April 15-28,2004

trails,
might only
be 35 miles long.
As of April 7, accord
ing to the Sea Otter
Classic Hotline, they
had yet to find 50 miles of
trail for the ride. Many of the
Sea Otter Classic races utilize
trails administered by the Bureau of Land
Management (BLM), which are available
to local riders every day.
One of the most exciting
things about the Sea Otter
Classic is that it is right
in
CSUMB’s
backyard.
According to Huselid-Glass,
“The Goat Trail, which is part
of the Sea Otter course on the
other side of the Ord, is prob
ably the funnest trail around
here. It’s this long-ass, singletrack descent with some jumps
and big, banked turns.”
Access points to many of
the trails are available just
off Inter-Garrison Road. “We
probably live in the best place
in California to start mountain
biking,” said Huselid-Glass.
“Mountain biking is an awe
some sport and I wish more
people were aware of it.”
As for the “roadies,” the

Sea Otter Classic
Road Century will
be held on April
18. The
115mile route will
take riders along
some of the same
roads as the Pro/Elite
Road Stage Race and
consists of over 7,600
feet of climbing. There
is also a much shorter,
35-mile route.
In addition to the racing,
spectators can enjoy the Sea
Otter Village and Marketplace, a huge expo
at the heart of the action. For $10 per day or
$20 for a 4-day pass, spectators can watch
the races, test-ride bikes, and pick the brains
of professional bicycle mechanics.
“Even if you don’t race, it is fun just to go
and peruse the different tents and trailers,”
said sophomore and ESSP major, Nicholas
Maness. Maness first raced the Sea Otter
Classic when he was only 12 years old.
“I was so nervous at the starting line
in the middle of all these older guys with
expensive bikes, I almost hurled a few
times before the race started,” said Maness.
“It turned out, I really wasn’t that bad.”
“All it takes is a comfortable bike that
will last and a willingness to have tan lines
from your bike gloves,” said HuselidGlass. “A little mud and endorphins never
hurt anybody, right?”
For more information on the Sea Otter
Classic, visit www.seaotterclassic.com. To
be put on the Mountain Bike e-mail list,
contact Nicholas Maness via First Class.

PHOTOS PROVIDED BY ANDREW WELLMAN

Colin’s
Column
By Colin Pfaff
Colin_Pfaff@csumb.eou

• UCONN won both the men and wom
en’s basketball NCAA championship for
the first time in NCAA history. The real
story is that the women’s Lacrosse team
has won three in a row.
• It’s so refreshing to see Opening Day
in baseball. Fans are frill of playoff and
all-star hope, and every player’s urine is
innocent until proven guilty.
• Bond’s hit his 660-career homerun
at Pac Bell Park on the Giants’ home
opener. With Babe Ruth next to beat,
it will be interesting to see if Bonds can
catch Ruth. Like Bonds, controversy sur
rounded Ruth when he broke the record
due to implications of injecting excess
amounts of hot dog inter his body.
• Freddy Adu the 14-year-old soccer
miracle is also the MLS’s highest paid
player. The team reports that his attitude
is great but if he ever acts up, they’ll
send him to his room and take away his
video game privileges.
• Phil Mickelson.. .Finally!!!
• If you thought Nick and Jessica bickered too
rnuch at each other,watch a Kings/Lakersgame.
• The NBA playoffs will be under
way shortly; my Warriors would have
secured an eighth seed if they were only
on the other coast.
• Here is a playoff team you are not used
to.. .Memphis. And some you are used
to but won’t be contenders this year,
Philadelphia, Orlando, and Portland,
for the first time since 1982.
• Shaq is just speaking his mind in
live interviews and using profanity on
live television when asked about his
behavior. Shaq: It’s still not as bad as
what Kobe did.
• The NFL Draft is coming to a TV
near you. Honestly, after the first 10
picks, it’s like sitting at your step
cousin’s college graduation ceremony.

year player for the Otters.

Sports

CSUMB golfer won't let opportunity pass
By Darrell Hiroshima, StaffReporter
Darrell_Hirashima@csumb.edu

Relaxing with friends at a
local bar in his hometown of
Sódertálje, Sweden, CSUMB
golfer and Business (BUS) major,
Jonas Carlsward, made an impul
sive, some might even say rash,
decision.

Carlsward lines up for a drive

Overwhelmed by boredom,
Carlsward made a conscious
choice not to allow his dis
content to consume him, so he
turned to his friends and sim
ply said, “I’m leaving.”
But Carlsward didn’t just
leave the bar. He left the country.
Two days later, after traveling
roughly the distance between
Monterey Bay and the tip of the
Siberian Tundra, he was stand
ing in the sands of Egypt, calmly
planning his next move.
Carlsward, who was 18 years
old at the time, described his
thoughts as he stood alone undep
the North African sun. “I’m
standing in Egypt, and I’m think
ing, ‘OK, I have no hotel, I better
go get a hotel.’”
Carlsward’s matter-of-fact atti
tude toward these kinds of adven
tures is evident in most everything
he does or says. Like the way he
talks about how fun his military
experience back home with the
Swedish Naval Counter Special
Ops was, or the way he describes

learning to skydive as something
“I can mark off on my to-do list.”
In the military, he was a mem
ber of the new high-tech platoon

“It's like living the lifestyle
of James Bond”
-JONAS CARLSWARD

trained to stop foreign spies and
military from infiltrating the
Swedish coastline.
“It’s like living the lifestyle
of James Bond, jumping out
of helicopters and boats,” said
Carlsward. “Why it was fun was
because I was good at it.”
Men’s golf coach Bill Paulson
said, “He (Carlsward) has done
stuff you an I wouldn’t dream of.”
Carlsward doesn’t see himself
as an adrenaline junky; he just
believes that when he decides to
do something he just does it. So
when he made the decision to
come to the U.S. and play golf
in college, nothing was going to

change his mind.
Even the day before he was to
leave for the States, when a mili
tary officer called on him to join
a squad of 20 top men to do a
recon mission in Kosovo, he had
to respectively decline. He had
already made up his mind what
he was going to do that day: get
ready for the trip to Southern
California.
Carlsward transferred to
CSUMB from Saddleback Junior
College along with his good
friend, 25-year-old BUS major,
Gustav Backman. They met while
serving in the military. As the
senior members of the golf team,
they know that the younger play
ers look to them for guidance.
The one thing Carlsward wants
the underclassmen to understand
is the long-term impact of the
choices they make now. “What
we do now, this season and next
season will set the standard for
CSUMB golf for years to come,”
said Carlsward.
Carlsward says that working

Making the world a better place
Women golfers take
Darrell_Hirashima@csumb.edu

A narrow gold pendant verti
cally bearing CSUMB golfer
Jennifer Arakaki’s Hawaiian
name, Kinipela, dangles be
tween a small golden cross and
a gold plumeria flower around
her neck. The subtle piece of
jewelry represents a connection
to family and community that
she and teammate Samantha
Clawson have drawn strength
from, although in much differ
ent circumstances, throughout
their lives.
Arakaki, a 20-year-old ESSP
major, started playing golf when
she was eight years old and was
competing in junior tournaments
by the age of 13. Clawson, on
the other hand, played on Del
Campo High School’s first
ever golf team when she was a
sophomore.
Arakaki, whose family reigns
from the Hawaiian Islands by

Outstanding
Otters

active roles in community, environment

By Darrell Hiroshima, StaffReporter

way of Okinawa, is also able to
express things that are important
to her in not-so-subtle ways.
Like the black t-shirt she wears
with the green print of a sea
turtle captioned with a charm
ing play on words reading, “Sea
turtle? Leave turtle alone!”
According to Arakaki, in
Hawaiian culture it is good luck
if you see a turtle in the ocean,
much like if a ladybug lands on
you when you’re golfing. In the
future she hopes to do more than
just wear the shirt, as she urges
a more conservationist approach
to marine wildlife.
Arakaki’s ESSP emphasis is
marine mammals. She has applied
to study abroad in the Gold Coast
of Australia, and being that she
has met all the requirements, she
will soon be neck deep in the
Great Barrier Reef.
Clawson,
a
21-year-old
Liberal Studies major with
hopes of a career in adaptive

P.E., has used golf as a compass,
directing her to a destination of
fate and future hopes. “(Before),
sports was the reason I was in
school and now my career is the
reason,” said Clawson.
As a two-sport athlete, playing
golf and basketball at her high
school and Sierra Junior College
in Rocklin, she was without a
doubt an accomplished athlete
before transferring to CSUMB
to concentrate on golf and her
studies. Nonetheless, Clawson’s
talents off the golf course have
made her the person she is.
Besides being an Otter and
taking 22 units at CSUMB,
she works on campus for the
SID during the week, works at
Salinas Country Club on the
weekends, helps the P.E. teacher
at Ord Terrace for Service
Learning and still has time to
shoot hoops and play golf with
her friends in her spare time.
“I’m one of those people who

out regularly, eating right and
taking care of one’s personal life
are essential for playing well, but
still cites an attitude of not really
caring for taking his golf game to
its current level.
“Right now I’m just having
fun,” said Carlsward. Just having
fun has earned him a 73.6 average
after 27 rounds, and the respect of
his teammates who have endear
ingly dubbed him “Papa Spice.”
Ryan Bohning, a junior and
Carlsward’s teammate and room
mate, said of his friend, “He’s the
one who steps up and tells the
team what we need to do.”
After graduation, Carlsward
and Backman plan to take the
exporting company they started
while in CSUMB’s business
department as far as they can.
The company, which will be
named GRAB when everything is
official, is just the latest check on
Carlsward’s lifelong to-do list.
The company slogan says it all:
“The opportunities are out there;
all you need to do is grab them.”

likes to be busy,” said Clawson
of her tightly packed schedule.
On top of all that, she some
how finds time on Saturdays to
participate in the Star Riders
program, a program devel
oped using horseback riding to
assist children who are hearing
impaired to improve their mus
cular activities. Clawson, who
is in her third year of American
Sign Language, helps show
the horses to the children, who
eventually get to ride them.
And although she is the last
person to advertise it, her own
struggles with dyslexia have
made her somewhat of an expert
on transcending the trials of
one’s life.
“I feel it’s just another bump
in the road,” she said of what
others might call a disability.
Clawson’s attitude of accep
tance of one’s self and working

The third year Otter hoopster,
Jared Jungwirth, was just added
to the NAIA Academic AllAmerican Team. He is the only
player in CSUMB’s history to
be a NAIA Men’s Basketball
National Scholar-Athlete along
with the only athlete earning this
honor from the NAIA Cal Pac
Conference.
In addition, Jungwirth was
nominated for the national Emil
S. Liston Award, which is pre
sented annually to a men and
women’s basketball player who
exhibits athletic and scholastic
achievement. They must earn a
GPA of 3.5 or higher and be a
junior. Jungwirth currently has
a 3.83 GPA in his five com
pleted semesters at CSUMB.
Jungwirtli finished the 20032004 basketball season leading
the Otters in shooting percentage
with 51.6 percent and free throw
percentage with 80.3 percent.
Next year he will be the first four-

WOMEN'S GOLF continued on page 8
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Motorcycles: for sport and convenience
Corey Edmonds, Staff Reporter

the season due to a 95 mph slider
Corey_Edmonds@csumb.edu
at Buttonwillow that totaled the
bike,” said Kaufman. “I was
Riding motorcycles can be an unhurt except for a fractured
exhilarating experience for any pinky finger, but I couldn’t afford
one who has tried riding them, or the cost of getting another bike.”
Today Kaufman only rides his
is willing to ride them.
Joel Kaufman, a 1998 TMAC motorcycle on the track about one
graduate, thoroughly enjoys riding to two days a year. “Thanks to a
few accidents I
don’t lean the
bike like I used
to,” Kaufman
said. “But they
really help me
find the smooth
fast line on the
track. I usu
ally
go
to
Thunderhill
or Sears Point
for my track
days.”
Living
on
the Monterey
Peninsula
gives people a
chance to wit
ness one of the
finest motor
PHOTO BY COREY EDMONDS
cycle
events
A CSUMB student cruises the apartments
in the world,
motorcycles. He has been riding for the Honda Superbike Classic. It
16 years, and competitively raced is held every year at the worldfrom 1993-94 in the American renowned
Mazda
Raceway
Federation ofMotorcyclists (AFM). Laguna Seca, from July 9-11.
Kaufman raced in the novice super
Mazda Raceway Laguna Seca
stock division.
is a 2.238-mile, 11-tum course.
“I got out of it midway through Some of its turns have names like

“Andretti Hairpin” and “Rainey
Comer,” paying tribute to its facing
heritage. The course is best known
for its corkscrew at turn eight.
The corkscrew has to be
witnessed in person to be truly
appreciated. It drops 10 stories in
a left-right turn combination that
usually puts the riders nose to tail
in a difficult part of the course.
Even if a spectator isn’t an avid
motorcycle fan, being able to wit
ness these incredibly fast machines
being handled by the best riders in
the world through a very difficult
course is exhilarating.
Les Lamcke, an HCOM major,
is the Otter Student Union opera
tions chair and was introduced
to motorcycles when he came to
CSUMB. “I have wanted to ride
motorcycles ever since I moved
away from home,” Lamcke said.
“I never had the cash or incentive
to buy one; my roommate got on
one and I said what the heck? It’s
now or never.”
Lamcke said, “The speed and
the art of it all” is the best part
about riding motorcycles. “You
can go only as fast as your skill
level can handle; after that it gets
dangerous. The art of it comes in
the fact that you have to hone your
skills in taking turns and apex right
to achieve a safe but fast result.”
Everyone who rides a motor
cycle can relate to one another.
“The camaraderie of motorcycles

is cool too,” Lamcke said. “Every
motorcyclist can relate to riding
and having fun.” People who ride
motorcycles may be seen in a bad
light. This may be caused by dif
ferent stereotypes.
“People abuse the privilege of
having a crotch rocket between
their legs,” Lamcke said. “People
abuse cars the same way.”
Ryan Tibbs, a junior Business
major, grew up around motorcy
cles. After spending time in Europe
“where everything is scooters and
motorcycles due to speed, parking,
and gas efficiency, it just seemed
logical to get one.”
Tibbs chief motive for buying a
motorcycle was not for efficiency,
but rather the sport of riding. It
drew him in. “I like going out on
back roads and leaning the bike
out as much as I can,” Tibbs said.
“I am defiantly into motorcycles
for the speed and sporting aspect.”
Tibbs grew up around Infineon
Raceway in Sonoma, California,
formerly known as Sears Point
Raceway. He recalls going to
American Motorcycle
Races
(AMA). “I haven’t been to a motor
cycle race since I got my motorcy
cle so I am anxious to check it out. I
think I will appreciate what they are
doing much more.”
For more information on this
summer’s Honda Superbike
Classic, visit http://www.lagunaseca.com.

Athletic
Events
To post an event contact
Erin Lawley via FirstClass
Friday, April 16

Whitewater rafting. American
River. Friday. 7 a.m.-Sunday

5 p.m. $100 students, $150

faculty/staff. $190 for general
admission. Includes guides,
camping equipment, three
meals, safety equipment, trans

portation, and camp/river fees.
For more information go to
sports.csumb.edu/adventures

Saturday, April 17

3-on-3 Basketball tournament.
For more information and to
sign up, go to the intramural

office at 84F.
Disc Golf. Sponsored by

Monterey Stinging Jellies

Disc Golf Club. Fernwood
Campground, Big Sur. 9:30

a.m. $10 person. For more
information call Sean at 277-

5941 or George at 883-8941.
Thursday, April 22

Roller Hockey. Water City
Roller Hockey Arena. 9 p.m.-11

p.m. Free. Some skates will
be provided, however, if you
have your own please bring

them. There will be music,

Women’s golf
...from page

Arakaki and Clawson hit the range to perfect their swings
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Photo by Darrell Hirashima

hard to achieve one’s
goals is clear in the way
she speaks, and that atti
tude can’t help but rub
off on the children she
works with.
Clawson praised her
mother’s inventive use
of tactile learning games
in helping her improve
her language and reading
skills in her early years.
Nowadays she returns
the favor by teaching
other children how to
overcome any limita
tions set before them.
She said her work
makes her appreciate all

7

the things the kids are
capable of, instead of
leaving her feeling sorry
for their disabilities.
Both Clawson and
Arakaki have big plans for
the future. After graduate
school, Clawson wants to
travel and work with the
Special Olympics, while
Arakaki plans to leave for
Japan after graduation to
teach English in the JET
program.
While no one can tell
what the future holds for
these two women, the
world sure seems like a bet
ter place with them here.

pizza and soda. Sponsored

by Residential Life, Residence
Hall Association, AS Financial

Committee, and the CSUMB

Roller Hockey Club.
Friday, April 23
Men's baseball vs. Fresno

Pacific. CSUMB baseball field
4th Avenue, and 5th Street.. 12

p.m. Free.
Yosemite Rock Climbing.
Yosemite Valley. Friday 5 p.m.Sunday 6 p.m. $100 students,
$150 faculty/staff, $200 for

general admission. Climbing

basics taught. Transportation,
food and equiptment provided.

For more information, go to
sports.csumb.edu/adventures
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Chalk Art Festival showcases varied talents

Jacob Pickering-Esquibal works on a nature motif. He
and Matt Goodlaw tied for third place with the Area-2
Residential Advisors.

PHOTOS BY LAURA RAMOS

Victoria Salas won first place with this beautiful rendition of Madonna and Child. She was sponsored by her club, Sigma Lambda Gamba.

By Laura Ramos, Staff Reporter
Laura_Ramos@csumb.edu

CSUMB and the Black Box Caberet held
its first-ever Chalk Art Festival in the patio
of the BBC on April 9 and 10.
Patricia Clausen, manager of the BBC,
expressed her hopes of turning this festival
into a bi-annual event in the future, and hopes
it one day becomes as widely known as those
held in San Luis Obispo and Santa Barbara.
This festival follows the traditions of
those in 16th century Renaissance Italy,
where street artists transformed asphalt
into canvas using only chalks. These artists
were known as “madonnari,” for their cus
tomary depictions of the Madonna.
The judges for the event were Andy and
Valerie Klingelhoefer and Clausen. The
entries were judged on a point value sys
tem based on design, theme, use of color
and overall artistic expression.
The overall winner for the event was Victoria
Salas, a VPA junior, who chose to depict the
Madonna and Child by Bernardino Luini; it is
dedicated to Hannah Brooke Balfour, a VPA
major who died last Thursday.
Salas mentioned that her mother is also
an artist and stated that she has been doing

art since pre-school. She has participated
previously in the San Luis Obispo festi
val. Her sorority, Lambda Sigma Gamma,
sponsored her.
Although she had to flick away ants dur
ing the eight hours it took to produce her
drawing, she claimed, “No ants or me were
harmed in the production of this piece.”
The second place winner was Gabriel
Perales, a resident of Salinas. He chose a

universal theme, concentrating on the cen
tral coast for inspiration. In his piece, he
portrayed the fields of Salinas, the ocean
and its inhabitants, and the CSUMB logo.
Perales has been an artist for 20 years.
There was a tie for third place, between
the resident advisors of Area 2 and the duo
of Matthew Goodlaw and Jacob Pickering
Esquibel. The Area-2 RAs depicted a scene
that included the dorms and the different

Gabriel Perales from Salinas placed second, chalking the Salinas Valley, Monterey Bay and the CSUMB logo.

A frog from Pickering and Goodlaw's finished product

views of Fort Ord. Goodlaw and Pickering
took a more freehand approach to their
piece, and they called it “Starting from the
bottom of the ladder builds to success.”
Both Alexis Swartz and Chris Wolf
received Honorable Mentions for par
ticipating. Swartz began working with a
“smudge on the floor that looked like a
bird” and proved that she was content with
it’s outcome, by saying “talents are talents,
regardless of how good or bad you are; you
should use them. You should have fun and
try anyway.”
Along with the art during the day, there
was good music at night. The BBC wel
comed Groundation with a full house the
first night, and with Dubwise and The
Expendables the second night.
WebCor Construction, English Ale
Brewery, Leoyard, Couch Distributors, and
Beverly Linens sponsored the event.
The second Chalk Art Festival is being
planned for the upcoming fall semester, so
begin chalking up on art talents to partici
pate in this new exciting event.
April 15 - 28,2004 | Otter Realm | 9
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Recycled Romance?
By Enjolina Moss, StaffReporter
Enjolina_Moss@csumb.edu

No one knows for certain how
long ago the “CSUMB Recycling
Program” began, but many are
familiar with its outcomes.
On a campus with fewer than
5,000 students, there is destined to
be some replay action. Although
some may argue that dating at
CSUMB has never been so good
-freshman enrollment is steadily
climbing and transfer students are
easy...or more exactly, vulner
able, many students have found
that dating among members of
the campus community is more
like shopping at Goodwill than,
say, a Rodeo Drive boutique in
which all garments are fresh off
the runway, one-of-a-kind and
previously untouched.
“I’m not surprised that people
recycle boyfriends and girlfriends,
since this school is so small,” said
graduating senior and World

Languages and Cultures major,
Barry Garcia. “It’s just like a high
school in that respect.”
Garcia has heard these rela
tionships referred to as “highly
incestuous” and “recycled dating
scenes,” because “once you
been with someone, you’ve
been with everyone else
they’ve been with.”
Perhaps we should
take a moment to
thank the makers
of latex for con
doms.
Dating
oncampus seems
to be affected
by
both
the
quantity of avail
able options and
the used condition
in which they come.
But if quality is an issue,
aren’t we all essentially used,
or to be base, “sloppy seconds”?
It is hardly fair to judge another

Students weigh in
on the dating scene

because of his or her past encoun
ters. There may be a few virginal,
Jessica Simpson-like characters
sauntering around campus, but
even
they

Recycle

Romance

Reduce

Reuse

GRAPHIC BY ALDO VARGAS

may have been kissed, even loved
before.
Some students disagree with
the cynicism of considering
people recyclable. “I don’t think
that people ‘recycle’ significant
others,” said graduating senior
Amanda Hulse.
Business major and
graduating
senior
Joanna Noriega, who
suggested the term
“CSUMB recycling
program” believes,
“it’s a dichotomy.
You’re
pretty
much just sleep
ing with someone
with the occasional
non-sexual
chill
time.” Why commit
when you can have
your cake and eat it,
too? Many students find it
easier to reap the benefits of
their friendships by throwing in a
few “extras” without applying the

label “relationship” and provok
ing higher expectations.
Noriega has also “made it a
point not to mess around with the
pals of an ex-mate.”
Recycling aside, is there such
a thing as dating at CSUMB? Or
has dating become outdated?
“Yes, it happens on this cam
pus,” said Hulse of actual dates,
such as the traditional dinner and
a movie. But, “if you mean two
people dating, not necessarily
going out on dates, then yes, that
happens on this campus as well.”
“My ideal on-campus relation
ship is just casual cuddling,”
said TAT major Griffin Jones.
“Someone who’s there but isn’t
going to judge you.”
Maybe dating, in the traditional
sense of the word, has not com
pletely fallen by the wayside, but
rather many CSUMB students are
simply content in keeping dating,
hanging out, or whatever they

prefer to call it, casual.

Gettin’ down with Downboy
By Carmina Martinez, StaffReporter
Carmina_Martinez@csumb.edu

Friday night at the BBC started out a
little slow and the crowd was small.
Twenty minutes into the show, the band
“Downboy,” started bringing
in the crowd. Students on
the outside patio stepped
in and began bobbing
their heads and tapping
their feet.
Before students knew
it, there was a good
crowd
gather
ing, grooving to
their rock, jazzy
DOWNBOY
sounds.
The
band,
Downboy, origi
nated in Sacramento
in April 2002. Already
ady the
talented group has played 30 different
clubs and festivals in Northern California
and Nevada. They are known for their
combination of funk, pop, rock and jazz.
Ricky Maldonado, senior and HCOM
major, had not heard of the band, but was
enjoying their sounds.
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“No I’ve never heard of them before; I
just came out here to hang with my buds,
but I like the band. It’s hip, a nice little beat.
It’s a good time,” Maldonado said.
The lead singer of Downboy is a woman
by the name of Natasha Kmeto, who goes
by “Tash.”
Tash says she has been singing
and writing poetry for as
long as she can remem
ber. She began in the
group because the
band was looking for
a strong female lead
voice, something dif
ferent from what was out
there. And she definitely
had a strong, harmonious
and intrepid voice.
“Most bands with women
lead vocals are sugary and we
wanted something different, a
harder voice,” Tash said.
Tash is one of four strongholds
in the band. Each can carry his own weight
musically. John Kasten, on the guitar, has
played for over 10 years.
Josh Curry, bass, who has been playing
for over 12 years, is known for, “getting

Downboy, fronted by female vocal powerhouse ‘Tash,” is steadily gaining fanbase in Northern California and Nevada.
Rocking into the music scene from Sacramento, they're know for their eclectic mix of funk, rock, jazz and pop.

your booty shakin’ and your feet movin’.”
The T-Shirt he wore for the show read,
“RUNS WITH SCISSORS.”
Chris Green, drums, is known for “bash
ing tilings,” and that he did, giving the crowd
an energetic, vigorous show of talent.

Downboy’s self-titled album will be
released May 1. All the music is originally
written by the band, and all the lyrics are
written by their lead vocalist.
Those who missed the show can visit
downboyband.com to sample their album.
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“Paula’s” message profound
By Laura Ramos, Staff Reporter
Laura_Ramos@csumb.edu

The Teledramatic Arts and
Technology Department will be
presenting its rendition of “Paula,”
a play about love, loss, family and
country adapted from the book
of renowned Latina author Isabel
Allende. Paula will be performed
at the World Theater on April 16
and 17 at 8 p.m. and on April 23
and 24 also at 8 p.m.
“Paula” is a moving autobiog
raphy in which Allende describes
several life-defining moments
while her only daughter is in a
coma due to an acute attack of
porphyria disease (an ancient and
little understood disease). During
this period of uncertainty and
sorrow, Allende finds the innerstrength to let go of her daughter
by means of her own memories.
No stranger to political turmoil,
Allende draws from her past to
illustrate the events that occurred
during the U.S.-aided military
coup that removed the Chilean

president Salvador Allende in the
1970s and of her life during exile
in Colombia, a theme traced in
many of Allende’s novels.
Victoria Rue adapted this
version of “Paula” because it is
mother-daughter story, but it is
also a political story. “The play
will surprise audiences in that it
is funny and very sad and both
things together make it about life
itself,” said Rue.
Last fall, Rue directed Naomi
Iizuka’s award winning “Polaroid
Stories,” a riveting tale about
inner-city street life among youth.
The cast consists of nine actors,
each portraying several differ
ent characters. Shanell Nieves,
a senior and an HCOM major,
portrays one of the characters of
Isabel Allende. She confessed that
she was scared at first because it is
an “intimidating role of a powerfill and very inspirational person.”
She describes her character as an
amazing strong woman who in a
terrible moment finds inspiration.
A lot of work was put into this

production and Nieves is confident
that the end product will show it.
Daniel Vidrio is a sophomore
and a TAT major, who plays three
male parts, one of them being
the character of Paula’s husband
Ernesto. Vidrio sees himself in
the character he portrays and
describes Ernesto as a romantic
who is deeply in love. He affirmed
that he feels a “definite con
nection between cast members”
because he has known some of
them from previous productions.
Vidrio grinned as he stated that
often the cast members call each
other by their character names.
The play features background
guitar music by Ron Clegg and
the dance choreography of Ariel
Puglia. Rue suggests that the
CSUMB community get tickets
early because the performance has
been set to only 54 seats per show,
to allow the audience to become
more intimate with the story.
Tickets are $5 for current
CSUMB students, $8 for alumni,
and $10 for the general public.

The Low Down
To post an event contact Morning_Vasquez@csumb.edu

Thursday, April 15

Rock Show. Events Workgroup presents Aztlan Underground-indige

nous rock/hip-hop from L.A.—Adam Lopez and the Bored of Education
(San Diego), with solo acoustic performances by Timothy Jay and

Shaylia Chess. 8 p.m. BBC. Free. Contact Vito Triglia via FirstClass.
Pool Night! RHA sponsors Hawaiian theme night at CSUMB pool with

free food and prizes. 8 p.m.-10.p.m. Free. Call RHA at 582-3815.

Friday - Saturday, April 16 & 17, 23 & 24
Sunday matinee, April 18

“Paula.” TAT will present Isabel Allende’s “Paula,” a moving autobiog
raphy about the loss of Allende’s daughter to a fetal disease and other
themes common to the author: family and country. Adapted by Victoria

Rue. 8 p.m. (Sunday’s matinee at 2 p.m.) World Theater. $8 students,
$10 group, $15 general. Cail World Theater Box office 5824580.

Saturday, April 17
Comedy Night at the BBC! Headliners Sebastion Getina and Noe will
grace the stage along with other guest comedians. The after- party will
include dj’s spinning Hip-Hop and Club Anthems. 8 p.m,-1 a.m. BBC.
Free.Contact Vito Triglia via FirstClass.

Tuesday, April 20

Sri Sri Ravi Shankar. This world-renown spiritual leader and humanitar

ian will speak at the UC Ballroom in an inspiring presentation, "Love

Get a future
By Diana Layous, Staff Reporter
Diana_Layous@csumb.edu

CAREER DAY
2004

10 a.m.2 p.m.

University
Center
Ballroom

Graphic by Leanna Dunphy

Interested in being underpaid,
overworked, and possibly unap
preciated? For students who are
seeking internships this summer,
there is no time like the present. We
are already halfway into the month
of April, and in hopes of furthering
their careers, students from around
the county are lining up to compete
for these opportunities.
The obvious place to begin
looking for an internship is in the
Career Development Office on
campus. The office has binders
listing internships and summer
jobs from various companies.
More importantly, on April
15, Career Development will be
hosting “Career Day 2004," and
is open to all CSUMB students
and alumni.
Currently, there are “about
40 different companies” sched
uled to be there, said Kay Le,

a student assistant in the Career
Development Office. During the
event, applicants may sign up
for interviews with prospective
employers, which will be held
from 2 -5 p.m. on campus.
Alethea Home, the Career
Development office manager,
explained that past students
and alumni have been “very
pleased with the job opportuni
ties afforded to them from vari
ous companies” during previous
career days.
Another search option is the
Internet, where there are several
websites dedicated to intern
ships. Monster.com, the job
search website, has a subsid
iary that lists internships called
MonsterTrak com. CSUMB stu
dents may access this dr "abase by
inputting the password “Otter.”
For a list of companies that
are attending Career Day 2004,
go to http://career.csumb.edu.
Students may also contact
the
Career
Development
office at 582-3616, or e-mail
Alethea Home via FirstClass.

Moves the World.” An evening of Wisdom, Music and Meditation. 7

p.m. - 9 p.m. UC Ballroom. $10 students, $15 general. For tickets call
582-2686 or email www.artofliving.org/US 2004.
Wednesday, April 21
Foreign Film Festival. World Languages and Cultures presents the

Swedish film “Mitt liv som hund/My life as a dog” (1998). Adapted by
the Lasse Hallstrom (What’s Eating Gilbert Grape? Chocoiat, The
Cider House Rules, Shipping News) “Mitt liv som hund" is a nostalgic,

charming, comic/tragic tale of a 12 year-old boy coming of age while
coming to terms with his mother’s death through fee death of his pet
dog. 8 p.m. Building 49. Call WLC at 582-3863.

Film and Acoustic Music Night. Young filmmakers present their work

followed by live acoustic performances by BBC favorites Tony Burciaga

and Ehrman Hall. Films 7 p.m.-9 p.m. with music 9 p.m.-12 a.m. Free.
Contact Vito Triglia via FirstClass.

Friday, April 23
Hip-hop show. Hip-hop groups Kung-Fu Vampire (San Jose) and Z
Man (Bay Area) lay down beats at BBC. 8 p.m. Free. Contact Vito
Triglia via FirstClass.

Saturday, April 24

Drag Ball. Out and About and Events Workgroup present 2nd annual
drag ball. 8 p.m. Free. Contact Vito Triglia via FirstClass.
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Allergy sufferers,
arm yourselves!
By Kara Alaimo, StaffReporter
Kara@Alaimo@csumb.edu

Hiker-biker-camper? Joggerbeacher-barbecuer? Outdoor fon
is a great part of the spring, sum
mer, and fall. But these are also
the times of year when pollens are
out to attack.
The sneezing, watery eyes, and
congestion on campus may be
the cause of allergies triggered
by the pollen that many allergy
sufferers fear.
According to the web site
Health.net, an allergy is an abnor
mally high sensitivity reaction to
an ordinarily harmless substance.
The immune system of an allergic
person reacts when an allergen is
absorbed into their body, treating
the substance as a harmful invader.
The pollens found in trees,
grasses, and weeds are the

microscopic particles released
into the air by male plants, .and
carried by air currents, birds,
or insects to female plants for
fertilization. Once the pollen is
in, the allergy sensitivity occurs,
and sufferers feel the symptoms
of an allergic reaction.
Students on campus are spend
ing time out enjoying the sun and
the outdoors, but for some, this
may cause uncomfortable reac
tions from allergies.
Freshman Kristina Kendrick
said, “I am allergic to something,
but I don’t know what it is. I can’t
stop sneezing.”
The most common allergens
include pollens, molds, insect
stings, household dust mites,
animal dander (comes from the
skin and coat of animals), foods,
medications, and insect drop
pings. Some people are affected

The Big

O
Few things sensuously jump start
a steamy night between the sheets
than good liquor and exotic foods.
If getting hot and bothered
before actually getting hot and
bothered is what it takes to get
your juices flowing, you might
like to try Amarin Thai on
Cannery Row. Along with an
inexpensive selection of wines - a
crisp, refreshing Gewurtstraminer
is my favorite - this reclusively
romantic Thai restaurant offers
a hot and savory coconut milk
soup, fiery noodle dishes and
coconut milk-based curry fiery
enough to make you want a cold
shower.
12 | Otter Realm | April 15 - 28,2004

HOT

Piping
hot!

SPOTS

FOR
A HOT
DATE

Hawaii is much closer to
home and if you like it fast,
loud and ample, Hula’s might
be the position you need.
Tucked into the Monterey side
of Lighthouse Avenue, Hula’s
Hawaiian-style cuisine offers a
variety of flavors to satisfy even
the most experienced palate. For
connoisseurs of all things messy
and juicy, there are barbecued
ribs and seemingly straight-fromthe-Luau pork sandwiches. But
if you prefer things that don’t
squirt their juices on your face,
you might like to try any one of
Hula’s’ white fish combinations,
such as Coconut-encrusted Ono

&
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by only one allergen, while others
can be allergic to many different
substances at the same time.
Senior Angel Gomez said, “I
thought I had a cold, but I went
to the doctor and it turned out I
have allergies.”
Allergies and colds share com
mon symptoms, like sneezing and
runny nose, but seasonal allergies
do not produce a common cold
symptom, fever. The one main
difference is that cold viruses typ
ically do not produce a common
allergy symptom, nasal itching.
Dawn Hartsock, a physician’s
assistant at the Student Health
Center, said, “If your ‘cold’ lasts
a few weeks you should check
with your doctor.”
According to Health.net, there
are three ways to treat allergies:
avoidance, which simply means
avoiding things you’re allergic
to. If the allergen is too common
to avoid drug therapy or allergen
immunotherapy (allergy injec
tions) may be used to reduce or
control the symptoms.
There is a bombarding amount
of allergy medicine commercials

or Hapu, fish tacos, or any of
their chicken and beef dishes.
Top any of these off with one of
their rum-based bar concoctions
and you can pretty much ensure a
night to remember.
“I eat antipasto twice just
because she is so nice, Angelina,”
sang Louis Prima, an ItalianAmerican jazz legend most
famous for songs about food and
love. Oh, the Italians really know
how to make everything romantic,
especially food.
An adorable husband and wife
team, who do all the fabulous
cooking every night, owns
Favoloro’s Italian Restaurant,
on the Pacific Grove-side
of Ligthouse Avenue. Spicy
spaghetti puttanesca, the most
tender lemon-caper veal I’ve
ever tasted and homemade thincrust pizzas are just a few of the
luxurious tastes of Italy that Nino
and Marie Favoloro cook up night
after steamy night.
Take it slow and easy,
Jo
DearJo@csumb.edu

Next time:
Pucker up: what's your kissing
style?

gracing televisions today.
ZYRTEC, CLARINEX®,
and Allegra are
the top three
competitors.
ZYRTEC
claims to be
better
than
CLARINEX®
and
Allegra
because
it
is *
approved to treat
indoor allergies yearround, including pet
dander. Allegra is not approved
to do so, but CLARINEX® is.
All three are approved to
treat outdoor allergies, which is
the only approval for Allegra.
College students live foil lives,
meaning they are awake longer
than 12 hours a day. ZYRTEC is
the only allergy medicine of the
three that lasts 24 hours.
Luis Arango a CSUMB lawn
care specialist said, “I have
been taking ZYRTEC for three
months and I have never felt so
free of my allergies.”
According to the web site,
ZYRTEC.com, “No other pre

scription

or

medicine you find on
store
shelves is approved to
treat more allergies than ZYRTEC.
And many are only approved
to treat outside allergies even
though most people with allergies
have allergies inside, outside and
around pets.”
Allergy sufferers take heart;
there are ways to survive the pollen
attacks this allergy season. Either
take to retreating inside the house
or drop in the doctor’s office, find
the right medication, and kiss
the affects of allergies good bye.

Everyone’s Harvest
Certified

FARMER’S MARKET
Every Sunday 10am-2pm
• Fresh Produce and Flowers
• Art, Jewelry and Crafts
• Free Live Music
and Entertainment
• Children's Reading
and Art Booths
Marina Transit Station
280 Reservation and De Forest
Across from the Marina Post Office
For more information, please call
831-384-6961
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Campus police officer juggles work, school
By Carmina Martinez, StaffReporter
CARMINA_MARTINEZ@CSUMB.EDU

One out of the six CSUMB Police
Officers is a woman. Three out of
the six Police Officers are or have
been CSUMB students.
Stacy Schaub falls
into both categories,
a senior liberal arts
major graduating
this spring semes
ter. A pioneer stu
dent of CSUMB,
she admits
she
didn’t always know
she wanted to be a
police officer.
Sitting in the
police department
conference
room
with Schaub while
still on duty, I
asked the police
officer about her
work, what lead
her to be a police
officer, her goals,
and
experiences
here on campus.
Schaub answered
the question quietly
and directly. She was on duty and
paid strict attention to her radio.
At one point she politely left the
room to get a better reception and
make sure there wasn’t a situation
to attend to. This well-grounded
young woman was not about to
be distracted from her job.
Schaub’s first experience with

the campus police began as an
employee with the Transportation
and Parking Services (TAB)
which enforces university park
ing regulations, better known as
parking tickets. “It was a job,”

PHOTOS BY GIOVANNI DI GIORGIO

Schaub said simply.
The police officer then moved
on to become a Community
Service Officer (CSO), which is
composed of student assistants
trained by the University Police
Department to provide services
to the campus community.
The services include driving

the CSUMB shuttle, assisting
police officers, Night Walk, fin
gerprinting and the list goes on.
“As a CSO you work closely and
together with others on different
types of duties and that’s what I
liked,” Schaub said.
She liked it so much she decided
to go to the Police Academy at
Monterey Peninsula College and
graduated June 1999. “I was
going to the Academy, working
full-time and going to school
part-time. It was a lot of work,”
Schaub said, but she proved to be
up to the task.
She admits that it was hard
work juggling all three. Some of
the aspects of being a police offi
cer that she enjoys are the team
work, and camaraderie gained
within the department. Schaub
has been a police officer for
CSUMB for the past five years.
When asked how her male
counterparts treat her, Schaub
replied “I get treated like every
one else.”
The police
FUTURE...
officer gave
no inclination
that
being
a female in
a
primar
ily male job
environment
affected her
ability
to
perform her
duties.

Q&A Spotlight
OR: How do youfeel being an officer
and a student?
SS: I think it’s good that I’m a
student here because I have a good
understanding of student life. I’ve
lived in the dorms so I know what
they are going through. Ages 18
OR: What types ofissues do you deal through 21 are sometimes the hardest
ages and sometimes we get students
with?
SS: Alcohol related, drinking in pub with mental problems, who look nor
lic, fights, DUI, there is more crime mal one day and may just be having
a crisis another.”
than people are aware of.

Otter Realm: Do students respect
you?
Stacy Schaub: I get as much respect
as anyone else; if not, I let them know
they should. I think what helps is that
they know me.

OR: What types of crimes?
SS: There are also non-students com
ing through these roads, coming from
the Monterey clubs trying to avoid
Marina Police. They are told to sneak
through Fort Ord. But that’s not the
case; we get a DUI on an average of
once a week. Sometimes they also
have drugs.

OR: Are there situations where as a
woman you are asked to handle?
SS: Well we all handle every situ
ation different. If I’m working and
a woman finds it easier to talk to a
woman then I handle it. Sometimes
women don’t want to deal with
another woman in authority, so then
a male officer will handle it

The path you choose today
can lead to tomorrow’s success
State Compensation Insurance Fund
If you're ready to apply your knowledge and skills in the post
graduation job market, then toss your hat in with State Fund.
State Fund, the leading workers'compensation insurance
carrier in California, is interested in graduates seeking
opportunity and stability. We offer a wide range of positions
throughout California, plus an environment that will foster

your continued growth.

At State Fund you'll find exceptional benefits, professional
training to expand your horizons,and many advancement

possibilities.
Learn how you can join us by visiting www.scif.com or by

contacting Human Resources at 415-565-1722.Then launch
your career with State Fund and rise to new heights.

University Police Officer Stacy Schaub sits in her cruiser.

Career opportunities
may be available in:

• Marketing
• Communications
• Underwriting
• Claims
• Loss Control
• Business Services
• Customer Service
• Legal
• Information Technology
• Finance and Accounting
• Human Resources
• Administration

STATE
FUND

State Fund is an equal opportunity employer.
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“Big, bad media” opinion lacks vital info
Submitted by Brian Chambers

I became very concerned with the infor
mation you present in the media article
located in the opinion section of the Otter
Realm when I reached the paragraph
beginning with “the purpose of media.”

(PR Industry) “must regiment people’s

ment among the Framers on this issue

fabricate propaganda are more deeply

minds as efficiently as armies regiment

although the one person who might have

indoctrinated then the higher-ups they

their bodies” resulting in the continuing

disagreed, Thomas Jefferson wasn’t

are listening to.

existence of wealth, power, and authority

involved in any of this. The logic imbed

If people with real power weren’t sure

structures roughly the way they are.

ded in the Jefferson quotes used in the

that media puppets weren’t going to write

This article miserably fails in describ

“It was set up as a watchdog over”

article justifies the reasoning behind

the right things, they wouldn’t be in posi

ing the framework of U.S. media sys

(Vasquez) the powerless majority who

the previous statement referring to

tion to write whatever they feel. The rest

tems lacking crucial insight in respect to

must be removed from the actual battles

Jefferson’s absence on this issue.

of the world legitimately labels (hates) us

the rise of the public relations industry

that might better their lives in order to

The article goes on to suggest the tak

for being deceived into oblivion through

in the early part of the twentieth century.

protect the plush lifestyle of the masters.

ing back of “our media” which hasn’t

conscious manipulation resulting in the

The goal of the public relations industry

The leading framer at the Constitutional

been ours since the Public Relations

ignorance of truth about U.S. criminal

from the beginning was to control the

Convention, James Madison, specifically

Industry was established in this country.

ity and mass murder that has taken place

public mind because it was seen as the

stated that the primary responsibility of

The powerful minority runs government

since World War II destroying countless

nations while attempting to save them.

greatest threat to corporations.

government is “to protect the minor

while controlling the doctrinal system

The leading figure of the public rela

ity of the opulent against the majority”

successfully keeping the HATED masses

tions industry, Edward Bemise, wrote

over 200 years ago. The system as he

out of the public arena where they don’t

M ind controlling

the standard manual for the industry in

designed it, was structured to put power

belong as stated by James Madison.

E veryone’s

the 1920’s. The conscious manipulation

in the hands of the wealthy, “who are the

“One that frilly informs its citizenry to

of the organized habits and opinions of

more capable set of men” with the rest of

make enlightened decisions” (Vasquez)

the masses is the central feature of demo

the population fragmented and fraction

would be against the strict code of media

cratic society and the “essence of democ

alized in conflict.

conduct resulting in a self destructing

racy”. Bemise went on to state that we

There was virtually no disagree

D ecisions and

I deologies in
A merica

institution. The people in the media who

Associated Students
2004-2005 academic year elections results
Congratulations to all of the newly elected AS Of
ficers!
This year’s elections had a landslide turnout of
725 students voting, which is about 20% of the en
tire student population, the highest turnout in our
university’s history.
With such a large turnout, the newly elected of
ficers have a clear mandate from the student body
for the new officers to pursue the platforms and
goals they have ran their campaigns on.Truly, more
than ever, the students of this university have spo
ken.
We look forward to seeing the new officers work
ing together as our Student Voice.
-Mark Weirick, AS Elections Chair
Total ballots cast: 725
Positions in bold indicate
the newly elected candidates.
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President
Yuri Beckelman: 50.35%
Angel Gomez: 17.16%
Lisa Moreno: 32.48%
Vice President
Ren Herring: 62%
Daniel Jack Lyons: 38%
Financial Director
Aaron M. Sass: 51%
Brian Thompson: 49%
Legislative Director
Shannon Wild: 57%
Jason Howard: 43%

Public Relations Director*
Michele Black: 58%
Jennifer Wray: 42%
Evan Hatt: 0%
Otter Student Union Chair
Les Lamcke: 560 votes

Events WorkGroup Chair
Vito Triglia: 60%
Elizabeth McChesney: 40%

Lower Div. Academic Senator
Sara Villagrana: 59%
Anika Hein: 41%
Upper Div. Academic Senator
Princess Pope: 52%
Will Olsen: 48%

Senator-at-Large (3 positions)
Ashley Simmons: 421
Misty Tyson: 330
David Hernandez: 310
Anna Pendleton: 239
Alyson Hess: 166
Megan Holbrook: 296

Environmental Senator
Nat Rojanasathira: 573 votes
*Results before instant run-off:

Residential Hall Senator
Shaylla Chess: 55%
Gerardo “Jerry” Gaytan: 45%
Brian Farrell: 0%'
Upper Div. On-Campus Housing
Senator
Kate Friendly-Jones: 557 votes
Multicultural Senator
Nallely Gutierrez: 58%
Ashanti Thompson: 42%
Leilani Ortiz: 0%

Technology Senator
Joseph Forman: 57%
Michael Juarez: 43%

Public Relations Director
Michele Black: 48%
Jennifer Wray: 29%
Evan Hatt: 23%

Residential Hall Senator
Shaylla Chess: 46%
Gerardo “Jerry” Gaytan: 33% Brian Farrell: 21%

Multicultural Senator
Nallely Gutierrez: 42%
Ashanti Thompson: 31%
Leilani Ortiz: 27%

OPINION

Miscommunication
leads to mistrust
Submitted by Jason Sanchez

When the Managing Editor of the Otter
Realm approached me to write an opin
ion article, I was somewhat surprised,
but also glad. It was a chance to be
heard. He had replied to an e-mail that
I sent entitled, “Concerns about student
housing,” which I had addressed to
Open Forum and most of the adminis
trators and staff of Residential Life.
My e-mail was in response to a letter
that was sent to students in Frederick
Park from Residential Life a week and a
half ago. According to the information,
it appeared that single status students in
the apartments would have to pay hun
dreds of dollars more than family status
students each month for virtually the
same type of license. Needless to say, I
felt that this was unfair.
Confused and deeply disappointed,
I finally decided to call the Assistant
Director of Residential . Life. He
informed me that whole licenses for sin
gle students would cost $995 per month,
which is the same price that new fami
lies are paying. Single status students
would only pay the $1160-$1440 per
month to sign up for an individualized
partial license agreement.
The whole ordeal occurred because
of a simple miscommunication. The
information was never available to stu
dents, or me, until I made that call. It
wasn’t included in the original letter that
Residential Life sent to the students.
I said in my email that on-campus
housing has gotten more and more
inconvenient and expensive every year.
The new whole license might be incon
venient for students who are used to the
way things used to be, but for the first
time ever, rent can actually be less for
single students in Frederick Park.
My involvement in this situation has
provided another example about the
importance of clear communication, and

its role in building a community. I fear
that simple mistakes like this could lead
to distrust for students toward adminis
tration. As a university, we still need to
work on making information clearer and
more complete for students.
But please do not accuse Residential
Life for being the only office that
makes these kinds of mistakes, because
they are not. And please do not accuse
them to be the only office that has made
the mistake of not including students in
critical decision-making, because they
are not the only one. It is just the nature
of on-campus housing to get the most
attention. Students cannot ignore the
price of their rent or the place where
they live.
Lastly, I wanted to emphasize the
importance of an apology. In my origi
nal e-mail I said that I was deeply dis
appointed about many of the changes to
on-campus housing. It is not that I do
not understand these changes. It is that
I was told (or promised) things would
be one way, and then they turned out to
be different and less appealing. This is a
common theme that I have encountered
as a long-time student at this university.
Reasons and facts have sometimes been
explained when I have sought them out,
but no one has ever said, “ I’m sorry, we
made a mistake,” or “I’m sorry our orig
inal goals are not possible.” Sometimes,
students need to hear apologies. Instead,
conversations were swept under rugs
and never mentioned again.
Students have not always been treated
as the thinking intelligent adults we are,
or at least have the potential to be. Our
university needs to trust that we will
understand. We need to be told why
we cannot have what we want (or were
told we would get), and then explore
options. If we are treated like adults, we
will act like adults. This is how we build
a community.

Listen up, ladies: what is so
bad about being chaste?
Submitted by Halie Groza

genital herpes will not know it until the
“One of my friends thinks she’s preg
birth of their first baby.
nant every month and another one has
Seventy percent of sexually active
herpes,” said a CSUMB friend recently.
college
students will graduate with the
Another student said, “I have a friend
Human
Papilloma Virus (HPV).
with herpes but she doesn’t accept
it.” Yes, it is not
Condoms give
so easy to accept
little
protection
"Don’t let our culture's
that which will
against
HPV,
never go away - to
herpes, and ehlacavalier and dismissive
accept something
mydia. Oral sex
attitude towards children fool
that you must tell
is not the answer
other sexual part
you, ladies—children need
as the same can
ners about if you
be spread orally.
their daddies.”
are to be truthful
Condoms can give
and more than fair.
85 percent protec
Are these the consequences you want?
Is this how you want to live, in a cold
sweat of worry and fear? As a woman,
if you have not had a strong and healthy
family life, it is more likely that you will
have multiple sexual partners as you look
for love in all the wrong places - trying
to fill that empty space. But as Malcolm
Muggeridge says in “A Third Testament,”
“...sexual indulgence makes the greatest
appeal precisely because it offers a kind
of fraudulent ecstasy - joys that expire
when the neon lights go out.”
One-half of all young Americans will
contract a sexually transmitted disease
(STD) by the time they are 25 years
old. As women we are more likely than
men to not have symptoms that alert us
to the presence of an STD. As many
as 30 percent of women infected with
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• In our April 1 issue the graphic for "Otter Stream: the beat goes online"
was created by Justin Moulton.
• On page 14 the stand alone photo was taken by Chad Ghiron.

tion against the fatal HIV/AIDS if correctly used every time, but would you
board a plane with a 15 percent chance
of crashing?
What about the possibility of concep
tion? Can we afford to be casual about
something that so easily results in the
creation of a new life? Don’t let our
culture’s cavalier and dismissive atti
tude towards children fool you, ladies
- children need their daddies.
In the face of such realities, isn’t now
a good time to say a little prayer for the
strength to set a higher standard for
yourself and the men in your lives. You
are worth it. Remember, as women we
set the tone, we hold the keys. Then you
can awaken “the morning after” with a
heart so light and free when you realize
it isn’t the morning after, after all.
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Spotlight

Cogent: Appealing to intellect and reason
By Kara Alaimo, StaffReporter
Kara_Alaimo@csumb.edu

Nestled in the hills of Monterey is a
recording studio, and the home of an
up-and-coming band called Cogent.
“Cogent is an adjective; it
means something appealing to the
intellect and powers of reason,
but to us is more of the ideol
ogy of the band rather than the
name of the band,” said Dimitri
Luedemann, guitar player and
CSUMB student.
Brother and fellow CSUMB
student Yuri Luedemann rocks
the drums. Their friend from

Monterey Peninsula College,
preferring to be addressed solely
as “Dusty,” sings lead vocals.
Trevor Roth, guitar, and Ryan
Miller on bass are seniors at RL
Stevens High School in Carmel.
These five melodic men make up
the band that would some day like
to tour the country.
Cogent has a strong instrumen
tal ground that seems to weave a
tapestry of chill beats and intrigu
ing lyrics, but getting the band to
give their own musical description
was left open for interpretation.
“We don’t pick a style and
work around it, the band
is hard to classify. We are
rock, but not a defined
rock like punk rock or
hard rock, every song
changes,” Dimitri said.
“We get weird descrip
tions of our music.”
“Our message is ‘be
yourself,’” said Dusty.
The music the band
listens to while working
in their studio serves as
inspiration for the lyrics
they write. They come to
the table with an idea and
write their own parts and
somewhere in between, a

(l-r) Ryan Miller, Trevor Roth, Dusty, Yuri Luedemann and (not pictured) Dimitri Luedmann rock their home studio.

song is bom.
They write all their music
together, and record in their
studio using a software program
called ProTools and their new
G-5 computer.
Cogent has been playing
together for the past few months.

They have been seen around the
central coast in such venues as
Chippers, and Jim Dandy’s and
take their music seriously.
“This is our life; we take this
very seriously,” said Dimitri.
The band is working through
the hardships of booking a show

at the BBC because they are not
on the spring schedule. They hope
to play a show on campus soon.
“We will play anything, any
where,” said Dimitri.
Check out Cogent May 28
at the Monterey Youth Center
during Battle of the Bands.
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What is your ideal date?
By Giovanni Di Giorgio
Giovanni_Digiorgio@csumb.edu

“A weekend at a resort. A couple
massage. Walk on the beach and
dancing at a club through the
night.”

“It would be cool to go on a plane
ride around the area. Then have
dinner afterwards.”

Alex Bryant

Kate Friendly-Jones

GRAD - COMPUTER
ENGINEERING

SOPHOMORE - ESSP

“I don't care what we do, as long as
he spends tons of money so that I
know he likes me.”
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“One that I can have a lot of fun
with. The funnest experience you
could ever have with a person.”

Lilly Falconer

Mike McCoy

FRESHMAN - VPA

FRESHMAN - BUSINESS

